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Colleagues,
 
Good Tuesday morning.
 
Connecting learned late yesterday that John Mulligan, an 18-year AP veteran who was the
brother of the late AP journalist Hugh Mulligan, died at the age of 91. We are assembling
his obituary and will move it Wednesday morning. Meantime, please send along a
memory of working with John during his AP years, 1960-78, before he joined the New York
Fire Department.
 
Irony of the day, as described in the lead item of Stories of Interest:  Three women sports
writers kept (initially) from an NFL locker room, while in town for an APSE diversity
weekend.
 
Paul
 
 

Lou Ferrara to leave the AP
 
By BENJAMIN MULLIN
Poynter
 
Lou Ferrara, vice president and managing editor (for entertainment, sports and interactive
media) of The Associated Press, is leaving the newswire for a job that will be announced
later this month, he said Monday in a post on LinkedIn.
 
After 10 years, I'm leaving the AP for a new gig. Announcement about the job coming later
this month.

In an email to Poynter, Ferrara called his current employer "a fabulous place to innovate"
with a "bright future."
 
"I have been presented an opportunity I couldn't pass up," Ferrara said.
 
During his tenure at the AP, Ferrara (a member of Poynter's National Advisory Board) has



been a champion of the news cooperative's effort to
automate various aspects of its operations. On his watch,
the AP used software from Automated Insights to
produce recaps of earnings reports and collegiate sports.
While Ferrara was managing editor, the AP also hired a
news automation editor and invested in Automated
Insights, a move that paid dividends when the company
was purchased by STATS LLC.
 
Before Ferrara joined the AP in 2005, he was general
manager of electronic and digital media at Herald-
Tribune Media Group, according to his LinkedIn bio. He

has also held jobs at the Salisbury (North Carolina) Post, the (Hagerstown, Maryland)
Herald-Mail, The Philadelphia Inquirer and The Baltimore Sun.
 
Ferrara didn't say where he's headed but noted he's not leaving to work for a competitor.
 
Click here for a link to this story. Shared by Alan Sayre. Ferrara's posts on his LinkedIn
and Twitter accounts that he was leaving were on October 1.

Fighting for journalists and 'the
disappeared'
 
By PAUL COLFORD
The Associated Press
 
"Several times a year, dedicated groups like this one gather to discuss the growing
violence against journalists," Associated Press Executive Editor Kathleen Carroll told the
Inter American Press Association this past weekend. "And every year the outrages grow,
the bodies of our friends and colleagues fall and our anger boils over. And yet, nothing
changes."
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Kathleen Carroll   (file photo)

Carroll discussed assaults on journalists worldwide
and AP's aggressive reporting on "the disappeared" in
Iguala, Mexico, at IAPA's 71st General Assembly, in
Charleston, South Carolina. The weekend discussion
can be seen in its entirety on YouTube.
 
She continued:
 
The Committee to Protect Journalists says that 370
journalists have been murdered in the past 10 years
and there are no convictions in 90 percent of the
cases.
 
Of course, this is not just an issue for journalists in the
Americas. The past dozen years have been among the deadliest ever and the familiar war
zones of Iran, Afghanistan, Libya, Syria, Gaza are soaked in the blood of our colleagues.
 
There are bright spots, if one can use that phrase about this dark topic.
 
In June, a court in Colombia sentenced the mastermind of a journalists' murder to 36 years
in prison. The sentence was seen as a victory for the journalists who had lobbied for years
to see justice done for Orlando Sierra Hernandez.
 
This is not a theoretical topic for me. Nine journalists have died on the job since I became
editor, four of them last year alone. Too many others have been badly wounded.

Bloodshed is not the only method of control ... the nations of China, Russia, Egypt, Iran,
Nigeria, Mexico and Ecuador are called to account for the intimidation, incarceration and
attacks on journalists.
 
Journalists in Turkey are increasingly in jeopardy, their offices and staffs attacked, local
and visiting journalists alike thrown in jail without charges and little recourse.
 
The flood of migrants into western Europe has exposed kindness and xenophobia toward
the people on the move and fresh batons and jail cells for journalists covering the ugliest
reactions, particularly by those in uniform.



 
And here in the United States, where the Constitution enshrines freedom of the press in
the very first amendment, the government has turned the might of federal prosecution
and the threat of prison on journalists in ways not seen ever before in the history of the
nation.
 
These days, many U.S. federal employees are prohibited from talking with reporters about
even something as trivial as the weather.
 
We decry it all. We demand justice. We spend enormous sums on attorneys trying to pry
loose journalists jailed unjustly.
 
We push and push and push and wonder if our protests are simply shouts down an empty
street.
 
There are victories, of course, but they are swamped by new waves of oppression and
violence against us, the messengers.
 
And those victories are won only after months and even years of pushing on our part,
often the tedious and incremental work of meetings and negotiation.
 
The challenge is more than a little daunting.
 
But we must not lose heart ... Because we are not just fighting for ourselves, our
colleagues and our profession.
 
We are fighting for the rights of the ordinary people. We work on their behalf. We report
to give them information they need.
 
Carroll recounted AP's recent reporting in Mexico, where a total of 25,000 people have
vanished since 2007, including 43 college students who disappeared last year:
 
The anguished families [of the students] demanded to know what happened. The saga
became an international outrage.
 
The attention gave other families the courage to begin speaking out, first only to each



other.
 
We wanted to hear their stories, too. To learn about their vanished relatives and their own
pain.
 
So we went to Iguala.
 
Iguala is in the southern state of Guerrero, about 110 miles south of Mexico City. Many of
the 300,000 residents are farmers, cab drivers and laborers.
 
Six AP journalists went to Iguala dozens of times over many months, seeking to gain the
people's trust.
 
They met in the church where families organized searches for their loved ones.
 
From the start, the journalists told the families they wanted to chronicle not just one
story, but as many as they could.
 
After a time, the families voted to participate. We interviewed 158 family members and
recorded hundreds of hours of them telling their stories.
 
Almost all agreed to be photographed holding a picture of their missing relative.
 
We used their individual portraits to create a larger one, one large picture of heartache
made up of many. Click on one of the individual pictures and you'd learn more about the
missing person and their family left behind.
 
But they tell their stories better than I ever could. So let's hear from them ...
 
Just a few days ago, we went back to Iguala to show the end result to the families. They
spent many hours looking at the pictures, listening to themselves and their neighbors.
 
Their hearts are still broken, they still struggle with how to move on.
 
But they are silent no longer.
 



This is just one story from one news organization. Many, many others across the region do
the important work of bringing their community's stories alive and standing up to thugs
and over-reaching governments.
 
Will discussions like this one halt the repression and violence against journalists?
 
No.
 
But they do give us the chance to remember why we fight. To support each other when
we are discouraged or numbed or lost in grief.
 
It's important to remember the good we can do.
 
And to gather the strength to keep fighting. For ourselves.
 
And most important, for people like the families of Iguala.
 
Click here for a link to this story.
 
 

Connecting mailbox
 

Words, words and more words
 
Richard Pyle - I found that list of the origins of common expressions in Monday's
Connecting utterly fascinating, especially because they all make perfect sense, yet I don't
remember knowing any of them before. For that same reason I wonder whether anyone
can cite actual sources for them.
 
While on the general subject of usage, I'd like to aim my whole nine yards of grammatical
ammo at two examples that in my view deserve to be obliterated.
 
Number One is the relentless reference in news reports to some incident, proposal, policy,
or whatever, ``raising eyebrows'' among officials, observers and other customary
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persons.  
 
This conjures up a cartoonish image of popping eyes and mouths agape, and if there is a
more lame, stupid metaphor for surprise in use today, I haven't seen it. Even the haughty
NY Times seems enamored of ``raised eyebrows'' on an almost daily basis. 
 
Number Two - not yet a cliche on the scale of ``raising eyebrows'' but seemingly on the
way - is the creeping conversion of the word ``force'' from collective noun to synonym for
individual ``soldier'' or ``troop.''  As in ``the US plans to dispatch 2,000 forces to Iraq'' 
rather than ``a force of 2,000 troops'' etc.
 
One uniformed individual with a gun may be a member of a ``force'' or a ``unit'' but hardly
one unto himself.  Yet by this standard it's only a matter of time before the US sends 2,000
``units'' somewhere.
 
-0-
 
Steve Graham - George Hanna - Okay...I'll get in the word game because no one has
mentioned the use of "went missing" - instead of "disappeared." Any style book guidance
on that?
 
Even more egregious, in my opinion, is the current use of "disappeared" as a transitive
verb.
 
This is a place where to remember the people disappeared in Chile, and where to learn
about what Pinochet and his followers did. Click here - http://www.desaparecidos.org/
chile/eng.html
 
I wish somebody would "disappear" that usage.
 
-0-
 
Rick Cooper - Having read of the origin of staterooms, consider, POSH.
 
It's actually an acronym,  for Port Outbound, Starboard Home. Those  were the most
desirable cabins on old time vessels.
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-0-
 
Michael Rubin - I didn't check all of them, but the origin of "The Whole Nine Yards" was
NOT based on the length of machine gun belts for fighter planes during WW2, according
to snopes.
 
As snopes.com explains, among other things, munition volumes are reported in numbers
of rounds, etc. and the earliest use of the phrase "Whole Nine Yards" wasn't until the
1960's. The WW2 version was made popular by the Readers Digest, according to snopes. 
Click here - http://www.snopes.com/language/phrases/nineyards.asp
 
-0-
 
Bob Egelko - Words, words, words...
 
One that's come into distressingly common usage is the verbal use of "rail" to mean
criticize or condemn at length. As in, the candidate railed against the war, or the Iran
agreement, or his opponent's position. Where I come from, the word connotes making
more sound than sense.
 
Another that I think is misused is "costly" instead of "expensive." Errors in baseball are
costly. Housing in San Francisco is expensive. 
 
-0-
 

Fast Eddie and Me
 
Lee Mitgang - My one and only shot at sports coverage came in 1978, when then-sports
editor Wick Temple teamed me with Ed Schuyler, AP's legendary boxing writer, to find out
whatever we could about Muhammad Ali's personal finances as his career was winding
down.  Was he still rich? Or was he taking on fights with mediocrities like Leon Spinks
because he'd blown through his millions as some suspected?
 
For a wonkish business and urban affairs reporter, my few weeks working with "Fast

http://snopes.com/
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Eddie" Schuyler and interviewing Ali's handlers and hangers-on for our double-bylined
piece were more fun than anyone had a right to, and a chance to stretch beyond my more
usual beat coverage.
 
-0-
 

Take a look at this front page
 



 
Andy Lippman - take a look at this front page from today's LA Times. My comment was
that they should say:  "Today's LA Times sponsored by......" below the masthead every day
and finance the newspaper that way. Amazing.

See this link - http://www.wsj.com/articles/american-airlines-lands-on-l-a-times-front-
page-1444070877
 
 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/american-airlines-lands-on-l-a-times-front-page-1444070877


Middle fingers, high fives and, yes, 
hugs in the Black Hole

  
By JOHN MARSHALL
The Associated Press
 
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - Their reputation is notorious, these NFL versions of hooligans, the
action on the field often a sidelight to more vicious violence in the stands.
 
Some of them are downright scary looking, dressed in black, covered with piercings, neck
and face tattoos, scowls straight off a mug shot.
 
But as a buddy and I waded into the depths of Oakland Coliseum's Black Hole, a sense of
camaraderie, not fear enveloped us.
 
"I feel comfortable here," I said.



 
"These are our people," Peter Elorduy responded.
 
He nailed it.
 
Click here to read more. Shared by Mark Mittelstadt.
 
 

Essay: Refusing to say a killer's name is
no more than symbolic empowerment
 
By Philip Kennecott
The Washington Post
 
Agamemnon, urging his brother to kill a captive soldier, called for the annihilation of all
the Trojans, even to the last remnants of memory: "Let all of Ilion's people perish, utterly
blotted out and unmourned for."
 
It is strange to hear echoes of the Bronze Age on Twitter, but there it was, the hashtag -
#forgetthezero, symptom of a movement to deny any fame or even infamy to Chris Harper
Mercer, the man identified by law enforcement officials as the one who shot and killed
nine and injured more at an Oregon community college Thursday.
 
 "Forget the zero" was often paired with "Remember the hero" and with urgent pleas such
as "Don't say his name." And calls for news organizations to change their practices and
forgo any attention to the killer: "Let's all make a pledge to never say their names. Media,
are you listening?"
 
Click here to read more.
 
 

Connecting wishes Happy Birthday
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Marcia Budd  (Email) 
 

Gary Graham  (Email) 
 

 

Stories of interest
 
Colts, Jaguars apologize to female reporters denied entry to locker room 
(USA Today)
 

mailto:tantabudd@aol.com
mailto:GaryG@SPOKESMAN.com


 
On Sunday, following the Indianapolis Colts' 16-13 win over the Jacksonville Jaguars, three
female reporters were denied entry into the locker room to talk to players so they could
write about the game, or in other words do their jobs. Because they were women.
 
This happened in the year 2015.
 
Graham Watson of Yahoo! and Joey Chandler of Tuscaloosa News (who, ironically enough,
were in town for an Associated Press Sports Editors diversity weekend) both tweeted
about the incident, saying that they were barred by an usher who had this to offer as a
reason: "you know how guys are."
 
Click here to read more.
 
-0-
 
President Obama challenged the media to put gun violence into context.
The media responded  (Poynter)
 
When he took the lectern to address reporters in the wake of the mass shooting that left
10 dead at Umpqua Community College in Oregon Thursday, President Obama was visibly
frustrated.
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He talked about the deadening routine of gun
violence and the monotonous media coverage that
follows.
 
He talked about the fleeting heartache that attends
massacres and the short-winded calls to overhaul
gun laws.
 

And he had a request for the media: Put the death toll in perspective by comparing the
thousands of Americans killed by gun violence with those killed by terrorism. He wanted
reporters and editors throughout the United States to provide context illustrating the
disproportionate amount of people murdered with guns every year:
 
Click here to read more.
 
-0-
 
Don McCullin interview: 'I take more than I bring. That's not a role I'm
proud of'  (Spectator)
 
The thing that the photojournalist Don McCullin likes best of all now, he tells me, is to
stand on Hadrian's Wall in Northumberland in a blizzard. He made his name in conflicts in
Vietnam, Cambodia, Biafra, Uganda - hot places full of fury, panic and death - but these
days he finds his greatest solace in the English landscape. I can see why he is drawn to that
wild part of Britain: its isolated beauty, the feeling of being roughed up by the elements
but not destroyed by them. Clean air, too: you must get a cool, fresh lungful up there.
 
He's 80 years old in October: talking to him at home in Somerset, I get the sense he's been
coming up for air all his life. There wasn't much oxygen, either physically or intellectually,
where he grew up, in a damp, two-room tenement home in London's Finsbury Park. His
father, a gentle man, was permanently invalided with chronic asthma exacerbated by the
coal-fire smog of the era: 'He couldn't walk very far or breathe very well.' He loved his
father dearly - 'he meant the world to me' - and his death, when McCullin was 14, was a
crushing blow. 'It made me aggressive,' he says. 'I said, "I'm going to give up God."'
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Click here to read more. Shared by Marcus Eliason.
 
-0-
 
Welcome to Media Layoff Season  (The Awl)
 
It's our least favorite time of year: media layoff season. And thanks to El Niño, the cyclical
contraction of capital in publishing every few years, it's going to especially brutal this year
at newspapers and magazines.
 
Bloomberg layoffs began last month, which aimed to slice off a hundred or so employees.
No one would be surprised if more follow as Michael Bloomberg continues to dismantle
any hope of a post-terminal future for his company.
 
Click here to read more.
 

 
Today in History - October 6, 2015
 
By The Associated Press
 
Today is Tuesday, October 6, the 279th day of 2015. There are 86 days left in the year.

Today's Highlight in History:

On October 6, 1973, war erupted in the Middle East as Egypt and Syria launched a surprise
attack on Israel during the Yom Kippur holiday. (Israel, initially caught off-guard, suffered
heavy losses before rebounding and pushing back the Arab forces before a cease-fire
finally took hold in the nearly three-week conflict.)

On this date:
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In 1683, thirteen families from Krefeld, Germany, arrived in Philadelphia to begin
Germantown, one of America's oldest settlements.

In 1884, the Naval War College was established in Newport, Rhode Island.

In 1921, the musical "Bombo," starring Al Jolson, opened on Broadway.

In 1927, the era of talking pictures arrived with the opening of "The Jazz Singer" starring Al
Jolson, a movie featuring both silent and sound-synchronized sequences.

In 1939, in a speech to the Reichstag, German Chancellor Adolf Hitler spoke of his plans to
reorder the ethnic layout of Europe - a plan which would entail settling the "Jewish
problem."

In 1949, U.S.-born Iva Toguri D'Aquino, convicted of treason for being Japanese wartime
broadcaster "Tokyo Rose," was sentenced in San Francisco to 10 years in prison (she
ended up serving more than six).

In 1958, the nuclear submarine USS Seawolf surfaced after spending 60 days submerged.

In 1960, the historical drama "Spartacus," starring Kirk Douglas and directed by Stanley
Kubrick, had its world premiere in New York.

In 1976, in his second presidential debate with Democrat Jimmy Carter, President Gerald
R. Ford asserted there was "no Soviet domination of eastern Europe." (Ford later
conceded that was not the case.)

In 1979, Pope John Paul II, on a week-long U.S. tour, became the first pontiff to visit the
White House, where he was received by President Jimmy Carter.

In 1981, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat was shot to death by extremists while reviewing
a military parade.
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In 1989, actress Bette Davis died in Neuilly-sur-Seine (nu-yee-sur-sehn), France, at age 81.

Ten years ago: President George W. Bush sought to rally flagging public support for the
war in Iraq, accusing militants of seeking to establish a "radical Islamic empire" with Iraq
as the base.

Five years ago: A presidential commission said the Obama administration had blocked
efforts by government scientists to tell the American public just how bad the Gulf oil spill
could become and committed other missteps that raised questions about its competence
and candor during the crisis. Roy Halladay pitched the second no-hitter in postseason
history, leading the Philadelphia Phillies over the Cincinnati Reds 4-0 in Game 1 of the NL
division series. Social networking app Instagram, which enables users to share photos and
videos on smartphones, was launched by Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger.

One year ago: The Supreme Court unexpectedly cleared the way for a dramatic expansion
of gay marriage in the United States as it rejected appeals from five states seeking to
preserve their bans, effectively making such marriages legal in 30 states. Husband-and-
wife scientists Edvard Moser and May-Britt Moser of Norway and New York-born
researcher John O'Keefe were named recipients of the Nobel Prize in medicine for
discovering the brain's GPS-like system. USA Swimming suspended Michael Phelps for six
months as a result of the Olympic champion's second DUI arrest. Actress Marian Seldes,
86, died in New York.

Today's Birthdays: Broadcaster and writer Melvyn Bragg is 76. Actress Britt Ekland is 73.
Singer Millie Small is 69. The president of Sinn Fein (shin fayn), Gerry Adams, is 67. Singer-
musician Thomas McClary is 66. Musician Sid McGinnis is 66. CBS chief executive officer
Les Moonves is 66. Rock singer Kevin Cronin (REO Speedwagon) is 64. Rock singer-
musician David Hidalgo (Los Lobos) is 61. Former NFL player and coach Tony Dungy is 60.
Actress Elisabeth Shue is 52. Singer Matthew Sweet is 51. Actress Jacqueline Obradors is
49. Country singer Tim Rushlow is 49. Rock musician Tommy Stinson is 49. Actress Amy Jo
Johnson is 45. Actress Emily Mortimer is 44. Actor Lamman (la-MAHN') Rucker is 44. Actor
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Ioan Gruffudd (YOH'-ihn GRIH'-fihth) is 42. Actor Jeremy Sisto is 41. Rhythm-and-blues
singer Melinda Doolittle is 38. Actor Wes Ramsey is 38. Singer-musician Will Butler is 33.

Thought for Today: "Sin is too stupid to see beyond itself." - Alfred, Lord Tennyson, British
poet laureate (born 1809, died this date in 1892).

Got a story to share?

Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days? Don't
keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by sending to Ye
Olde Connecting Editor. And don't forget to include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in supporting your
work during your AP career. 
- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall
story that you covered.
- "My boo boos - A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess
up with a memorable mistake in your journalistic career.
- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service

spanned two or more generations.
- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on such
work they can do themselves.
- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?
- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and what
you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us a while.
- Life after AP for those of you who have moved on to another job or profession.
- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.
 



Paul Stevens
Editor
Connecting newsletter
stevenspl@live.com
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